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Polymers play a central role in nearly every aspect of modern society, but the remarkable 

production volumes and slow environmental degradation of traditional polyolefins is 

contributing to one of the greatest environmental concerns for current and future 

generations. This continues to drive the search for more sustainable alternatives that not 

only meet the materials properties needed in current and future applications, but also 

deliver enhanced degradability and possible chemical recyclability. The ring-opening 

polymerization (ROP) of cyclic esters can provide access to biodegradable polymers with 

materials properties that can be tailored through appropriate catalyst design, where rare-

earth catalysts are among the most active and selective discovered to date. Conventional 

catalyst design and reaction optimization have focused on systematic covalent 

modifications of ancillary ligand frameworks, yet many significant challenges remain 

unanswered. In this talk, I will present our group’s recent efforts in leveraging dynamic 

catalyst design strategies to develop highly active and stereospecific rare-earth catalysts 

for the ring-opening polymerization of cyclic esters.[1,2] Introduction of labile neutral 

donor ligands can lead to dramatic amplification of catalyst performance in a rational, 

inexpensive, and operationally simple manner. This approach enables new reactivity and 

selectivity patterns which are inaccessible to tethered (hemi-labile) systems, and generates 

some of the most active and isoselective catalysts for the ROP of rac-β-butyrolactone 

reported to date. Strong connections between catalyst structure, ligand exchange 

dynamics, and catalyst performance will be made, which set the stage for more general 

applications in catalysis and polymerizations. 
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The renewed interest in circularly polarised luminescence (CPL), the emission asymmetry 

observed for luminescent chiral molecules, is fueled by potential applications such as new 

bioprobes for microscopy or new optimized dyes for OLED displays. To that aim, 

lanthanide(III) complexes are nowadays the most promising emitters. While a race for the 

highest dissymmetry factor (glum) is underway, there is a need for fundamental studies on 

chemical models that will determine the characteristics needed to achieve intense CPL. 

In recent years, our team has exploited the remarkable luminescence properties of 

lanthanides to help determine their ground state splitting; a feature that governs, in 

particular, their SMM properties. Beyond the high-resolution luminescence spectra 

obtained at low temperature, we now decided to focus on the chiroptical properties of rare 

earths. A joint effort of synthesis, computational chemistry and instrumental development 

has allowed us to obtained first results in the near-IR spectrum with an helical Yb(III) 

complex based.[1] Our study addresses advantages and limitations of CPL spectroscopy 

for the determination of the lanthanide energy diagram. Furthermore, it illustrates the 

influence of temperature on the CPL response for such compounds.  

 

  

 
 

Figure 1. Chemical structure and 3D-representation of the helical Yb3+-complex 
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Lanthanide photonics is an important class of industrial applications emphasizing a 
peculiar aspect, namely the fact that only minute amounts of lanthanides are required to 
lighten up a luminescent material. For instance, the screen of a smart phone contains 7 
lanthanides, representing a total weight of 100-200 mg; an optical quartz fibre doped with 
less than 0.1% of erbium is an efficient amplifier for optical telecommunications; highly 
sensitive immunoassays use much less than 1 µg of luminescent lanthanide.[1] Yet the 
design of these materials has to include careful thoughts about efficient excitation in order 
to attain a workable brightness.[2]  
The aim of the communication is first to present a brief overview of well-established 
applications of lanthanide luminescence, based on either inorganic phosphors or on 
chelates, that ruled the field until the turn of the century. Since then, lanthanide photonics 
has progressively, but with increasing pace, moved towards more sophisticated materials. 
In particular, the impact of nanomaterials has been a welcome rejuvenating factor opening 
vast perspectives[3] not only in biosciences[4] but, also, in more conventional applications. 
For instance, the development of nanospectroscopy and single-particle detection are 
bringing optical imaging and photostimulated therapies closer to reality.[5][6] 
In addition, theoretical interpretation of spectroscopic data has also progressed 
significantly, and much hope is put in machine learning algorithms to unravel structure-
properties relationship.[7] 
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Although the nucleophilic alkylation of aromatics has recently been achieved with a variety of 

potent main group reagents, all of this reactivity is limited to a stoichiometric regime. We now 

report that the ytterbium (II) hydride (1), [BDIDippYbH]2 (BDI = CH[C(CH3) NDipp]2, Dipp = 

2,6-diisopropylphenyl), reacts with ethene and propene to provide the ytterbium (II) n-alkyls, 

[BDIDippYbR]2 (R = Et or Pr), both of which alkylate benzene at room temperature. Density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations indicate that this latter process operates through the 

nucleophilic (SN2) displacement of hydride, while the resultant regeneration of [BDIDippYbH]2 

facilitates further reaction with ethene or propene and enables the direct catalytic (anti-

Markovnikov) hydroarylation of both alkenes with a benzene C-H bond. Furthermore, the same 

complex of ytterbium (II) hydride (1) proved to a powerful multielectron reductant by facilitating 

the two-electron reduction of the COT to give an inverted sandwich complex containing the 

[COT]2- (i). This reaction was successfully extended to more challenging polyaromatic 

hydrocarbons, such as anthracene (ii) and naphthalene (iii), providing the respective dianions. This 

demonstrate that our complex is the strongest rare earth hydride reducing agent to date. Density 

functional theory (DFT) analysis confirms that reduction proceeds via a series of consecutive 

polarized Yb-H/C=C insertion and intramolecular deprotonation steps.  
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Divalent lanthanide (LnII) complexes are attracting single-electron reductants as their 

redox potentials can be can be tuned by the nature of both the LnII metal centre and the 

ligand. Their reactivity has been actively investigated in the context of small molecule 

activation. In particular, homogeneous complexes allowing the activation and valorisation 

of CO under mild conditions are highly desirable. To date, only a limited number of 

systems have been able to promote the reductive coupling of CO molecules and include a 

handful of low-valent f block complexes.[1] For example, the divalent samarium complex 

[Cp*2Sm(THF)2] induces a reductive trimerization of CO.[2] 

Our group has been interested in heterobimetallic complexes featuring organolanthanide 

and transition metal moieties for the activation of small molecules.[3] The lanthanide 

fragment was found to modulate the reactivity of the complex towards CO (Scheme 1, 

right).[4] We also observed CO reductive coupling induced by a sterically hindered TmII 

complex (Scheme 1, left), resulting in selective CO dimerization or trimerization reactions 

depending on the experimental conditions.[5] 

 

Figure 1. Activation of CO by TmII and Yb-Ni heterobimetallic complexes 
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  Single Molecule Magnets (SMM) are molecules that behave as tiny magnets at low 

temperature. SMM offers unique features that may allow information to be stored with 

much higher densities, and to be processed at unprecedented speeds. [1] In order to use 

SMM in information storage devices, it would be a great advantage to control the magnetic 

properties by applying external stimuli. Light is fascinating in this purpose due to its easy 

and contactless application, and sustainability. [2] 

 A key ingredient for SMM behavior is magnetic anisotropy. From the first single-

molecule magnet discovered until now, the largest anisotropy barrier and highest hysteresis 

temperature are by far the one of f-element based SMM. Especially for SMMs, DyIII ion 

represents an ideal ion since its coordination sphere creates the appropriate electronic 

structure to obtain the SMM behavior. [3] 

The goal of our project is to create an efficient strategy to switch reversibly the molecular 

magnetic behavior with light, relying on the photochromic abilities of a ligand, and on the 

recognized influence of the coordination environment on the SMM property.  

 

Figure 1. a) Previous work reported by our group, b) Our design toward photo-switchable SMMs  

 

  In our work, we incorporated spiropyran as the photochromic ligand into DyIII based 

complexes in which the ligand photoisomerization can induce enough changes in the 

coordination environment and hence affect the electronic structure and relaxation 

behavior. [4] In this presentation, we will present the synthesis of several macrocyclic 

photochromic complexes and discuss the influence of different parameters on the stability 

of isomers. [5]
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The molecular chemistry of lanthanide ions is dominated by +III oxidation state 
compounds. In contrast, molecular complexes of lanthanides in the +IV oxidation state 
were limited to cerium for a long time and recently expanded to Tb(IV) 
([Tb(OSi(OtBu)3)4][1] and [Tb(NP(1,2-bis-tBu-diamidoethane)(NEt2))4][2]). 
Here we show that Tb(IV) chemistry can be extended to the monodentate 
triphenylsiloxide ligand with the isolation of the third example of a Tb(IV) molecular 
complex [Tb(OSiPh3)4(MeCN)2] showing an overall higher thermodynamic and kinetic 
stability compared to [Tb(OSi(OtBu)3)4].[3] More importantly, we discovered that this 
ligand can also support the isolation of the first molecular complex of praseodymium in 
the +IV oxidation state [Pr(OSiPh3)4(MeCN)2].[4] 
The [Ln(OSiPh3)4(MeCN)2] (Ln = Tb, Pr) complexes were characterized by X-ray 
crystallography, cyclic voltammetry, magnetometry, electron paramagnetic resonance and 
density functional theory calculations corroborating the +IV oxidation state. Solution 
stability studies in THF showed a significantly lower decomposition rate for 
[Tb(OSiPh3)4(MeCN)2] compared to [Tb(OSi(OtBu)3)4] suggesting a more important 
stabilization of the +IV oxidation state by the supporting triphenylsiloxide ligands. 
Furthermore, cyclic voltammetry experiments on [Tb(OSiPh3)4(MeCN)2] shows redox 
potential values ∼ 0.4 V smaller compared to [Tb(OSi(OtBu)3)4]. The complex 
[Pr(OSiPh3)4(MeCN)2] shows an oxidation potential wave at a value 0.27 V more positive 
than [Tb(OSiPh3)4(MeCN)2] which is consistent with the slight difference in the 
calculated redox potentials of the Ln(IV)/Ln(III) couples (Ln = Tb, Pr). 
These new results provide key information in lanthanides tetravalent chemistry and 
provide a new area of study for redox reactivity and separation chemistry. 

 
Figure 1. Synthesis of [Ln(OSiPh3)4(MeCN)2] (Ln = Tb, Pr) 
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Cubic f-electron compounds commonly exhibit highly anisotropic magnetic phase 

diagrams consisting of multiple long-range ordered phases. Field-driven metamagnetic 

transitions between them may depend not only on the magnitude, but also on the direction 

of the applied magnetic field. Examples of such behavior are plentiful among rare-earth 

borides, such as RB6 or RB12 (R = rare earth). In our recent work [1], we used torque 

magnetometry to measure anisotropic field-angular phase diagrams of La-doped cerium 

hexaborides, Ce1−xLaxB6 (x = 0, 0.18, 0.28, 0.5). One expects that field-directional 

anisotropy of phase transitions must be impossible to understand without knowing the 

magnetic structures of the corresponding competing phases and being able to evaluate 

their precise thermodynamic energy balance. However, this task is usually beyond the 

reach of available theoretical approaches, because the ordered phases can be noncollinear, 

possess large magnetic unit cells, involve higher-order multipoles of 4f ions rather than 

simple dipoles, or just lack sufficient microscopic characterization. Here we demonstrate 

that the anisotropy under field rotation can be qualitatively understood on a much more 

basic level of theory, just by considering the crystal-electric-field scheme of a pair of rare-

earth ions in the lattice, coupled by a single nearest-neighbor exchange interaction. 

Transitions between different crystal-field ground states, calculated using this minimal 

model for the parent compound CeB6, possess field-directional anisotropy that strikingly 

resembles the experimental phase diagrams. This implies that the anisotropy of phase 

transitions is of local origin and is easier to describe than the ordered phases themselves. 

The field-directional anisotropy is also pronounced in the excitation spectrum of CeB6, 

which we have investigated using inelastic neutron (INS) scattering combined with 

theoretical calculations done within a localized approach using the pseudospin 

representation for the Γ8 states [2]. Our work demonstrates that the rotating-field 

technique at fixed momentum can complement conventional INS measurements of the 

dispersion at a constant field and holds great promise for identifying the symmetry of 

multipolar order parameters and the details of intermultipolar interactions that stabilize 

hidden-order phases in rare-earth compounds. 
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The rare earth elements-based metal hydrides are strongly reactive and highly sought out 

in several organic transformations.1 The reactivity of trivalent mononuclear metal 

hydrides is commonly studied whereas divalent ytterbium hydrides were earlier isolated 

only in dimeric form. In this study, reactivity of a novel Yb(II)-H complex towards 

different substrates such as allenes, CO2 and CS2 are investigated using DFT 

methodology. Depending on the substituents (Figure 1) on the allene, either the 

deprototation or addition of allenes are found to occur. The detailed analysis on the role 

played by the steric in the reactivity are explored. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The diversed reactivity shown by Yb-H complex depending on the substituents on the allenes 
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Methanol dehydrogenase (MDH) is an enzyme that catalyzes the two-electron oxidation 

of methanol to formaldehyde and belongs to the family of the quinoproteins, which are 

enzymes whose catalytic mechanism involves quinone-containing compounds such as 

pyrroloquinoline quinone (PQQ) as prosthetic groups in their active sites.[1] For a long 

time, it was assumed that most methylotrophic bacteria catalyse methanol oxidation solely 

by using the well-known calcium(II)-dependent MxaF-type MDH. However, in the last 

decade it was discovered that the methanotrophic bacterium Methylacidiphilum 

fumariolicum SolV is strictly dependent on Ln due to a XoxF-type MDH, which contains 

a Ln3+ ion in its active site (Figure 1A).[2] 

With the perspective to study the coordination chemistry of Ln in MDH and to compare it 

with the one of Ca, we reported a biomimetic complex system capable of oxidizing a 

benzylic alcohol to the respective aldehyde (Figure 1B).[3] Investigations using NMR as 

well as advanced mass spectrometry techniques allowed us to demonstrate the importance 

of charge and size of the complex cation (Figure 1C), as well as counterions and a base. 

Furthermore, an EPR analysis of the obtained complexes and reaction mixtures show the 

presence of quinone-based radical. 

 
Figure 1. A: The active site of XoxF-MDH.[2b] B: Calculated structure of the PQQMe2-1-aza-15-crown-5-

La-OTf complex. C: Obtained yields of 4-methylbenzaldehyde from the dehydrogenation reactions of 4-

methylbenzyl alcohol by PQQMe2-1-aza-15-crown-5 in the presence of different metal triflates and a base. 
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Lanthanides are excellent Lewis acid catalysts for C–H activation,1 and organic 

frustrated Lewis pairs (FLP) have recently demonstrated small molecule and C–H 

activation.2 Replacing the Lewis acid of an FLP with a transition metal, has resulted in 

enhanced and novel substrate activation chemistry.3 Since, lanthanides have great 

potential as the Lewis acid within FLP catalysts, complexes containing a Lewis acidic 

[Ln(Tp)2]
+ cation (Tp = hydrotris(1-pyrazolyl)borate) and a basic ‘X’ ligand or a main-

group donor, are valuable synthetic targets for small molecule and C–H activation. 

However, to date there are few reported examples of 7-coordinate lanthanide complexes 

Ln(Tp)2(X) (X = anionic monodentate ligand) where ‘X’ are rendered reactive by 

stabilisation in the [Ln(Tp)2]
+ scaffold.4-6 To gain insight into the chemistry and reactivity 

of the [Ln(Tp)2]
+ cation, the novel 8-coordinate complexes Ln(Tp)2(hfac) (Ln = Y, Eu, 

Yb; hfac = hexafluoroacetylacetonate) were synthesised by a two-step metathesis route 

from the Ln(OTf)3 (OTf = CF3SO3) (Figure 1). The novel 7-coordinate Y(Tp)2(Nʹʹ) (Nʹʹ = 

N(SiMe3)2) complex was synthesised by reaction of Y(Tp)2(OTf) with KNʹʹ (Figure 1). 

Single crystal X-ray diffraction data of Y(Tp)2(Nʹʹ) revealed an unusually long Y–N(Nʹʹ) 

bond. The synthesis and full characterisation of Ln(Tp)2(hfac) and Y(Tp)2(Nʹʹ) will be 

presented here. Initial synthetic studies targeting lanthanide cations, hydrides, and 

silanides, stabilisated in the [Ln(Tp)2]
+ ligand environment will also be reported. 

 
Figure 1. Synthesis of novel trispyrazolylborate lanthanide complexes in the [Ln(Tp)2]+ ligand environment. 
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The mapping of biological redox environment has gained increasing interest in recent years1. 

The development of bimodal probes that enable detection of redox state using medical 

imaging techniques is a fascinating topic of research. By combining them, it is possible to 

correlate the high sensitivity of luminescence and the high resolution of MRI for biological 

process. Lanthanide ions in medical imaging are well known due to their magnetic and 

photophysical properties, which have been unexploited as redox probes due to their 

propensity to remain in the +III state. By incorporating a redox active unit into the ligand, we 

targeted the detection of the oxidative stress which is involved in diverse pathologies as 

cancer or neurodegenerative diseases2-3. We previously reported a series of ligands based on 

redox active derivatives, which show specific responses in the luminescence and magnetic 

properties of the LnIII upon changes in the oxidation status4 or in the presence of reactive 

oxygen species5. We now report on novel CEST active complexes which have been studied 

by electrochemistry, EPR, fluorescence spectroscopy, relaxivity and CEST techniques. 

Relaxivity and water exchange properties can be modulated by redox state and the 

coordination sphere around the metal. 

               
Figure 1. EPR and CEST redox switch 
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Since the discovery of the first ratiometric Eu-Tb-mixed MOF luminescent thermometer, 

the number of potential luminescent thermometer increases drastically, notably because of 

the inexhaustible choice of suitable organic ligands. However, no investigation has been 

performed to identify the structural parameters which can govern or guide the 

thermometric performances, such as the use temperature range, the thermal sensitivity…  

Although Ln3+ composition is established without any rational being, the Ln3+ content is 

not optimized in most of lanthanide-bearing MOFs. Here, we tackle the optimization of 

the thermometric performance of the luminescent probes by reporting a series of mixed 

Eu3+-Tb3+ metal-organic frameworks built on isophthalic and acetic acids, namely [Tb1-

xEux(CH3COO)(1,3-bdc)(H2O)]. The samples are fully characterized by PXRD, FT-IR, 

thermal analyses, and photoluminescence measurements. The thermometric performances 

are accessed as a function of the Eu3+ content yielding to a maximum relative sensitivity 

between 0.19 and 0.44 %·K−1 registered at temperatures between 340 and 240 K, 

respectively. A meticulous theoretical investigation of the Tb3+-to-Eu3+ energy transfer in 

the series of mixed Eu3+-Tb3+ metal-organic frameworks is performed, and the 

predominant pathway of the energy transfer is determined. For the first time, we present 

clear evidence of the significant influence of the Eu/Tb ratio on the energy transfer 

between the Ln3+ emitting centers that definitively determines the operating temperature 

range and the maximum relative sensitivity of the luminescent thermal probes.[1] 

 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Temperature-dependent emission spectra in the 150-350 K range of Tb0.950Eu0.050 upon 289 nm 

excitation. (b) Corresponding dependence of the normalized integrated areas of I1 (Tb3+, 5D4→7F5) and I2 

(Eu3+, 5D0→7F2). (c) Relative thermal sensitivity for the mixed compounds and (d) temperature uncertainty 

in the 150-350 K range. The dots mark the Sm values and the minimum T values, respectively in panels c 

and d, and the interrupted lines are guides for the eyes. 
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The worldwide massive production of plastics (368 millions of tons in 2019)1 and the low 

recycling rate of these materials make these wastes an environmental scourge. At that time, 

the landfilling of waste and their incineration are not sustainable solutions, and the 

mechanical recycling is limited and degrades the physical properties of plastic polymers. As 

such, the chemical recycling of plastic waste into their corresponding monomers is one 

appealing route that would theoretically lead to the infinite reuse of the matter. 

The development of catalytic systems for the reductive depolymerization of oxygenated or 

nitrogenated polymers has recently emerged from fundamental researches. The goal is to 

selectively split and reduce polarized bonds (carbon-oxygen, carbon-nitrogen) of addition 

polymers to obtain the corresponding monomers (alcohols, amines or oils) used by the 

chemical industry (for example the PET, Figure 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Reductive depolymerization of PET into the corresponding monomers (alcohols and oils) 

 

To perform such reductions, a catalyst and a hydride source are needed. In 2014, J. Robertson 
et al developed a catalytic hydrogenation procedure using Ru(II) catalyst/H2 in harsh 

conditions (54 atm H2, 160 °C).2 Our group reported, in 2015 and in 2018, the first reductive 
hydrosilylation of oxygenated plastics that occurs in mild conditions, by using silanes and 
B(C6F5)3 or Ir((III) catalyst.3 Despite their efficiency, these catalysts are expensive and this 

route generated siloxane wastes. Inspired by the work of T. Marks et al.,4 on the reduction of 
esters with boranes as hydride source, we considered the couple 
La[N(SiMe3)2]3/pinalcolborane as a possible catalytic system for the reductive 

depolymerization of oxygenated polymers (Figure 2). We report here our results in that field. 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Catalytic systems for the reductive depolymerization of oxygenated plastics 
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Since 1965, various divalent lanthanide complexes have been developed [1] and display a 

specific ability to easily transfer one electron.[2,3] In association with redox active ligands 

(RAL) in heterobimetallic complexes, this approach promotes a renewed reactivity of transition 

metal centers, due to distinctive features of their electronic structures.[4] As such, the choice of 

the RAL has an important influence on the electronic structure of the complex. 

 

Our group has recently explored the use of non-symmetric anionic RALs.[5] The addition of 

organolanthanide fragments of YbII and SmII to a Pd precursor bearing the ligand has yielded 

unusual isostructural trimetallic complexes (Figure 1) with rare and relatively short Pd-Ln 

distances (under 3Å), showing a C-H activation on the α position of the pyridine, accompanied 

by the departure of the RAL. Interestingly, the Pd-Ln distances obtained in the solid-state seem 

to contradict the lanthanide contraction. DFT calculations successfully reproduce the deviation 

to the expected relative distances between the Yb and Sm trimers. Extensive efforts to explain 

the formation of these trimers have been undertaken from a mechanistic, spectroscopic and 

theoretical point of view.  

 

In the scope of further exploring such structures, we are henceforth interested in using other 

divalent lanthanides [6] (such as TmII and EuII), as well as varying the transition metal partner 

(primarily PtII, IrI and IrIII). 

 
Figure 1 : Structure of trimer complexes 
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Ruddlesden-Popper compounds are a structure family with versatile functionalities. In the 

last few decades, several heteroanionic hydride representatives like LaSrCoO3H0.7 [1] or 

LiLa2HO3 [2] were reported, that show promising properties for functional materials like 

hydride ion conductivity. The efficiency of such hydride ion conductors is critically linked 

to the charge carrier concentration inside the crystal structure, which could be successfully 

altered in LiLa2HO3 by an aliovalent cation substitution of lanthanum by strontium, creating 

the series LiLa2-xSrxH1+xO3-x with variable anion ratio [2].  

A different approach for altering the H- concentration is the aliovalent anion substitution, 

e.g. 2 O2-  N3- + H-, which results in the series LiLa2HO3 – LiLa2NH2O – LiLa2N1.5H2.5. 

We successfully prepared both latter compounds by solid state reactions of Li3N with either 

La2O3 and LaH3, or only LaH3, and analysed their crystal structures by a combination of X-

ray and neutron powder diffraction experiments on both hydride LiLa2NH2O and deuterides 

LiLa2ND2O and LiLa2N1.5D2.5. All compounds crystallize in the Ruddlesden-Popper n = 1 

structure (K2NiF4 structure type, space group I4/mmm; lattice parameters a and c in Å: 

LiLa2NH2O 3.65741(6), 13.3680(4); LiLa2ND2O 3.65604(3), 13.35578(19); LiLa2N1.5D2.5 

3.69326(8), 13.4133(3); Figure 1). In LiLa2NH2O and LiLa2ND2O, nitrogen and oxygen 

share the lanthanum-rich Wyckoff site 4e in a disordered fashion, while hydrogen occupies 

the lithium-rich Wyckoff site 4c with a small amount of defects (SOF(H) = SOF(D) = 

0.927(6)). The latter is fully occupied in LiLa2N1.5D2.5 by deuterium, and the 4e site is 

shared by nitrogen and deuterium.  

Both compounds represent the first examples of a successful formal aliovalent substitution 

including hydrogen and illustrate the potential of this concept in the design of new 

functional materials.  

Figure 1. The crystal structures of LiLa2NH2O (left) and LiLa2N1.5D2.5 (right). X1: Wyckoff 

site 4e, X2: Wyckoff site 4c. 
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Deprotonation of the terminal phosphido complex (PN)2La(PHMes) results in the C–H-activation 

of one of the PN ligands, formally retaining  the  PHMes  ligand.  The  reaction  mechanism  and  

the possible  involvement  of  transient  phosphinidine  complex   are investigated   by   theoretical   

and   chemical   means, eluding the possible step-wise mechanism to which a deprotonation 

occurs. Additional investigations of a (PN)2La(NHMes) were computed as to question the 

possibility a direct abstraction to form an Imido or phosphido is favoured over an abstraction from 

an adjacent methyl group or the intramolecular C-H activation (X=N,P). 
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Luminescent materials based on lanthanoid(III) or bismuth(III) oxide halides with the 
simple composition MOX are well known for decades [1–3]. A combination of both in 
compounds with the formula LnBi2O4X [4] have been studied structurally, but no 
luminescence features were involved so far. In a single report, SmSb2O4Cl [5] was claimed 
to be isotypic with SmBi2O4Cl, although a mixed occupation between Ln3+ and Sb3+ cations 
turned the formula into Sm1+xSb2–xO4Cl [6] with x ≈ 0.3 and the same holds for the bromide 
Sm1+xSb2–xO4Br with x ≈ 0.5 [6]. Still the tetragonal structure resembles the one of the 
analogous oxobismuthate(III) halides (space group: P4/mmm), since all Ln3+ cations have 
only contact to oxygen atoms by forming square [LnO8]13– prisms. It further contains 
anionic layers of vertex-sharing square pyramidal [SbO4]5– units (square ψ1-pyramids) 
according to SbO /  and the halide anions have no contact to the Ln3+ cations, but settle 
with far away Sb3+ cations at positions, where four of them encircle their stereochemically 
active non-binding electron pairs (lone pairs) [6]. The LnSb2O4X representatives with mid-
size lanthanoids (Ln = Eu – Dy, X = Br) [7] show monoclinic crystal structures with the 
space group P21/c and display meandering chains SbO / O /  of vertex-sharing 
triangular pyramidal [SbO3]3– units (ψ1-tetrahedra) and again square [LnO8]13– prisms 
without halide contacts, but halide anions in proximity to Sb3+ cations at positions rather 
close to their electronic lone pairs. Finally, the tetragonal examples LnSb2O4X with X = Cl, 
crystallizing either with the centrosymmetric space group P4/ncc for Ln = Sm and Eu [8] 
or with the non-centrosymmetric space group P4212 for Ln = Gd – Lu [8, 9], repeat all the 
features of the two above-mentioned other structures (edge-sharing square [LnO8]13– prisms 
without any X – ligands, halide anions not far from Sb3+ lone pairs), but the antimony-oxygen 
partial structure is now built up from eight-membered [Sb4O8]4– rings of four corner-sharing 
[SbO3]3– units [8, 9], all pointing with their lone pairs at the Sb3+ cations into the same 
direction along [001]. So there is a strong diversity of the antimony-oxygen partial structure 
(SbO2)– for the three different LnSb2O4X examples: the P4/mmm case shows layers of 
vertex-sharing square [SbO4]5– ψ1-pyramids according to SbO /  close to the heavier 
LnBi2O4X congeners, the P21/c case exhibits SbO / O /  chains of vertex-sharing 
[SbO3]3– ψ1-tetrahedra and the P4/ncc–P4212 cases have the same building blocks, but now 
offer SbO / O /  rings as tetragonal cyclo-alternatives to the monoclinic catena-
examples. 
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We report a fundamental class of pure sandwich complexes, which are [(η9-C9H9)Ln(η8-

C8H8)] (Ln=Nd, Sm, Dy, Er). These compounds comprise trivalent lanthanide ions in a 

heteroleptic linear sandwich assembly with Cnt- (C9H9
-) and Cot- (C8H8

2-) ligands. The 

synthetic approach is straightforward and utilizes the direct salt elimination between KCnt 

and [Ln(Ln(η8-Cot)I(thf)n] precursors. 

 

 

Figure 1: Synthesis of [(η9-C9H9)Ln(η8-C8H8)] (Ln=Nd, Sm, Dy, Er). 

 

Intriguingly, structural details of the series could be deduced by Raman spectroscopy as 

sole method, a rare circumstance in modern organometallic chemistry. Aside from their 

structural appeal the [(η9-C9H9)Ln(η8-C8H8)] system holds some promise towards the 

rational synthesis of functional materials, due to the unique ligand field in these 

compounds. 

 

Nd Sm Er

 

Figure 2: Molecular solid-state structures of [(η9-C9H9)Nd,Sm(η8-C8H8)] and geometry optimized structure of 

[(η9-C9H9)Er(η8-C8H8)]. 

 

In this regard, we could already demonstrate that the erbium congener exhibits single 

molecule magnet (SMM) behaviour up to 10 K and a barrier to the reversal of the 

magnetization Ueff = 251 cm-1, putting this complex among the best performing Er SMMs 

reported to date.[1] 
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Lanthanide complexes have desirable photophysical properties for biological imaging and. 

They have a high potential of interest for precise cell dynamic imaging with high spatial 

and temporal resolution. Long luminescence lifetime (µs to ms) and narrow-band 

emission are advantageous compared to classical organic fluorescent dyes with short 

lifetimes (ns) and broad emissions. Lanthanides luminescent complexes enable the use of 

time-gated luminescence microscopy at millisecond-long scale[1]. Time-gated 

microscopy overcomes common problems occurring from background noise due to short-

lifetime autofluorescence of biological samples. 

 

The challenge here is to develop lanthanide complexes for labelling biological samples or 

that can be used as a bioprobe tool for living cells. Near-infrared excitation is then 

preferred to minimize cell damage due to light exposure and the probe should be able to 

penetrate cells and target specific locations while preserving the viability of cells.   

 

In this context, we are working on Tb3+ and Eu3+ luminescent complexes featuring push-

pull antennae to permit bi-photonic excitation[2] and a reactive function for conjugation to 

a peptide or a protein. We will describe in this presentation the synthesis and in vitro and 

in cellulo spectroscopic characterization of various bioprobes consisting of a lanthanide 

complex conjugated to a cell penetrating peptide (CPP).  
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Unlike most f-elements, the chemistry of uranium provides a huge variety of oxidation 
states varying from +II to +VI. This offers a high potential for redox reactions. Associated 
with huge ionic radii and coordination numbers, the rich redox chemistry of uranium gives 
unique opportunities in reactions with other metals or metal ions. 
New findings on the synthesis of (O=U) oxo-free uranium alkoxides have been 
investigated through reactions with M(II) (Ge, Sn, Pb). By making advantage of the redox 
potential of U(III/IV/VI) and M(II), new access to U(V)- and (VI)- uranyl free species 
have been demonstrated by electron/oxygen transfer reactions. The synthesis of mono- 
and bimetallic uranium alkoxides and their structural investigations upon alteration of the 
ionic radii and the valence states of the metal centers have been examined. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Reactivity of U (III, IV, V, VI) upon the low valent group 14 metals (Ge, Sn, Pb). 
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The development of redox active probes is an exciting field of research due to their 

potential as useful tools in medical imaging, especially for detection of biologically relevant 

Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). [1] Lanthanide complexes possess fascinating magnetic 

properties due to their unique configuration. [2] However, the lack of controllable changeable 

oxidation states hinders their use as redox active probes. Our approach focuses on the 

incorporation of redox active ligands which, when oxidized independently of the metal ion, 

produce an easily detectable change in the complex magnetic properties. This could lead the 

way to the development of new families of redox probes capable of detection in biological 

media using magnetic resonance imaging techniques. [3,4]  

We report a macrocyclic Gadolinium (III) complex bearing a redox active unit, an α-

iminohydroxylamine function. Upon oxidation of the α-iminohydroxylamine with an 

artificially generated hydroxyl radical HO°, a corresponding iminonitroxide radical is 

generated inducing a detectable EPR signal. This oxidation has been proven to be pH-

sensitive as demonstrated in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Complex behaviour as a function the oxidation state. Evolution of the EPR signal of the iminonitroxide 

after addition of hydroxyl radical as a function of time at pH 8.5 (Left) and 5.9 (Right). 
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Sometimes allegedly good ideas for the synthesis of a desired compound, result in 

unwanted by-products. However, these are very often the starting point of new projects, as 

presented in the following two examples. 

The existence range of the Ln3Cl3[WO6] series[1] comprises the lanthanoids La to Tb, 

since the smaller Ln3+ cations cannot maintain the coordination number of ten, which they 

have to adapt in this structure. Syntheses attempts at elevated pressure with the help of a 

piston cylinder press resulted in the desired extension of the aforementioned existence 

range to Ln = Dy and Er,[2] however, also resulted in Dy(OH)[WO4] and Ho(OH)[WO4] as 

by-products, which crystallize pseudo-isotypically to the representatives of the 

LnF[MoO4] series for Ln = Sm − Tm[3]. Thereby the interest in the whole series of these 

lanthanoid hydroxide tungstates was sparked, whereas deliberate attempts to synthesize 

further representatives of Ln(OH)[WO4] failed so far. Nonetheless, it was possible to 

obtain a terbium hydroxide tungstate of a different composition: TbW2O7(OH)(H2O), 

which crystallizes isotypically to the representatives of the short LnW2O7(OH)(H2O) 

series with Ln = La − Nd.[4] 

The second of the previously mentioned projects are syntheses attempts of lanthanoid 

fluoride tungstates with the composition LnF[WO4], possibly isotypic to the formula 

analogous molybdates.[3,5] So far, neither hydrothermal nor solid state reactions resulted in 

the desired materials, even with varying fluxing agents (usually alkali metal fluorides) in 

the latter attempts. One rather creative replacement was constituted by the use of the 

coinage metal fluorides CuF2 and AgF, respectively, as flux in solid state reactions. While 

the copper containing syntheses failed, silver fluoride proved to be a better reactant. 

However, not the fluoride anions were incorporated into the synthesized rare-earth metal 

tungstate but the silver cations, resulting in representatives of AgLn[WO4]2 with Ln = Gd, 

Ho, Er,[6] and Yb. Although not the primary target, coinage metal derivatives of rare-earth 

metal tungstates developed into an interesting new project, whereas several key 

investigations, from ascertaining the existence range to determination of physical 

properties have yet to be performed. 
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Synthesis of d/f-polypnictides induced by divalent lanthanides has been primarily focused 

on samarium so far. In light of the rich physical properties of the lanthanides, this 

limitation to one element is a drawback. Since molecular divalent compounds of almost 

all lanthanides are available for some time, we used a known 3-electron- ([K(18-crown-

6)(thf)2][(Cp''2La)2(μ-η6:η6-C6H6)], A(La))[1] and two new 4-electron- ([K(18-crown-

6)][(Cp''2Ln)2(μ-η6:η6-C6H6)], Ln = Ce (B(Ce)), Nd (B(Nd))) non-classical reducing 

agents of the early lanthanides to establish a sophisticated reduction chemistry. As a 

result, three new d/f-polyphosphides and three new d/f-polyarsenides, [K(18-crown-6)] 

[Cp''2Ln(E5)FeCp*] (Ln = La, Ce, Nd; E = P, As) were obtained. Their reactivity was 

studied by activation of P4, resulting in a selective expansion of the P5 rings. The obtained 

compounds [K(18-crown-6)][Cp''2Ln(P7)FeCp*] (Ln = La, Nd) are the first examples of 

an activation of P4 by a f-element-polypnictide complex. Additionally, the first systematic 

femto-second (fs)-spectroscopy investigations of d/f-polypnictides are presented to 

showcase the advantages of having access to a broader series of lanthanide compounds.[2] 

 

 
Figure 1. Synthesis of new d/f-polypnictides and their subsequent activation of white phosphorous (P4). 
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Summary: In 2012, Cui et al. have shown that lanthanide mixed-MOFs bearing two Ln3+ 

emitters (i.e. Tb3+ and Eu3+) present a great potential for application as ratiometric 

luminescent thermometers.[1] Since then, numerous lanthanide-based MOFs have emerged 

as new luminescent thermometers due to the infinite possibilities offered by the incredible 

numbers of suitable organic ligands. However, no study focuses on the rationalization of the 

key parameters that control the thermometer performances such as temperature sensing 

range or relative thermal sensitivity.  

In a previous work, the impact of the lanthanides composition on the thermometric 

properties has been studied by our group on a series of mixed Eu-Tb isophthalate MOF.[2] 

We evidenced that an increase of the Eu3+ molar content leads to an improvement of the 

relative thermal sensitivity with a concomitant decrease of the corresponding temperature 

sensing range. 

In this study, we are focused on two series of isostructural mixed-MOFs built on the ligand 

1,2,4,5-benzenetetracarboxylic acid (H4Btec, Figure 1a), with general formula [Tb1-

xEux(HBtec)]n and [Gd0.5Tb0.5-xEux(HBtec)]n (Figure 1b). Here, we highlight for the first time 

the influence of Gd3+ addition on Tb3+-to-Eu3+ energy transfer processes and thermometric 

properties. Indeed, the Gd3+ dilution decreases the Tb3+-to-Eu3+ energy transfer efficiency and 

allowed the addition of Eu3+ in wider range without totally quench the emission of Tb3+. 

Moreover, for compositions from 1 to 40% of Eu3+, the relative thermal sensitivity has been 

increased by a factor of 3 and a shift of the corresponding temperature sensing range has been 

observed from 120 to 170 K (Figure 1c). This confirms the possibility to chemically modulate 

the thermometric properties. Theoretical calculations are in progress to determine the Ln3+ 

energy levels involved in the temperature-sensing process (Pr. Luis Carlos, Aveiro). 

Figure 1. a) 1,2,4,5-benzenetetracarboxylic acid (H4Btec). b) Crystal structure of [Ln(HBtec)]n. c) Thermal 

evolution of the relative sensitivity in the Tb1-xEux and Gd0.5Tb0.5-xEux series, in the 80-300 K range. 
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We herein present the highly regio and stereoselective addition of a large range of 

aldehydes onto trifluoromethylated benzofulvenes via lanthanum-mediated single C-F 

bond activation. Through theoretical calculations, the reaction mechanism of the 

pentadienyllanthanum (pdl-La) intermediate complex produced by the C-F activation 

process and aldehydes to produce different products have been elucidated. According to 

DFT studies, for certain electron-poor aldehydes, the linear product is favored 

thermodynamically over the ipso product. 

 

 
 
 Figure 1. selective single C-F bond activation in CF3-group 
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A number of complexes of Ln(III) ions involving the stable oxazolidine nitroxyl radical 

were obtained in air conditions. The compounds, [LnRad(NO3)3] (Ln = Y, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, 

Yb, Tm, Lu; Rad = 4,4-dimethyl-2,2-bis(pyridin-2-yl)-1,3-oxazolidine-N-oxide), have a 

molecular structure. Their coordination polyhedron, LnO7N2, is a tricapped trigonal prism 

(see Fig. 1a). The room temperature T value of the complexes are presented in Table 1.The 

extracted value of 23 cm–1 for the antiferromagnetic coupling of Gd–Rad determined from 

the magnetic and EPR data is a record strength among the complexes of 4f elements with 

nitroxyl radicals. The terbium derivative displays frequency-dependent out-of-phase signals 

in zero field, indicating single-molecule magnetic behaviour. With an applied field of 0.1 

T, an effective barrier of 57 cm–1 is found [1]. Surprisingly, for the europium and lutetium 

complexes a slow magnetic dynamic was observed at 2 K, while for the dysprosium 

complex, no slow relaxation of the magnetization was recorded. 

The [LnRad2(CF3NO3)3] (see Fig. 1b) were synthesized starting from lanthanide(III) 

triflates. Their magnetic behavior investigations are in progress. 

 
Table 1. T value of the complexes [LnRad(NO3)3]. 

T/300 K Gd Tb Dy Tm Lu Eu Eu / 2 K 

Theory 8.255 12.195 14.545 7.525 0.375 1.695 0.375 

Experiment 7.814 12.210 14.366 7.376 0.390 1.540 0.222 
 

a)   b)  

Figure 1. Molecular structures of: a) [LnRad(NO3)3]; b) [LnRad2(CF3NO3)3], Ln - green, oxygen - red, 

nitrogen - blue, carbon – grey, lime - fluorine. 
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Rare earth complexes have been used for decades for the polymerization of a wide variety of 

monomers (cyclic esters, olefins, 1,3-dienes...) owing to their high activity and 

selectivity.1,2,3,4,5,6,7 

In this context, borohydride rare earth complexes have proven to be highly active for the 

polymerization of cyclic esters8 while allyl complexes are very efficient for the 

polymerization of 1,3-dienes.9 With that in mind, a new series of borohydride complexes 

bearing amido-pyridine ligands has been synthesized from the “borohydride/alkyl route” (the 

one-pot strategy used to synthesize these types of complexes, see scheme below).10,11 Those 

complexes have been characterized and investigated primarily for the homo- and co-

polymerization of  lactide and ε-caprolactone.  

 

 
 

Scheme 1: Synthesis of borohydride complexes using the “borohydride/alkyle route” and the X-ray structure of 

neodymium amido-imino-pyridine borohydride complex 
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Metal (M) pyrazolates are easily accessible via salt metathesis reactions employing the 

corresponding metal halides.[1,2] Lately, we found efficient and reversible CO2 insertion 

into tri- and tetravalent cerium pyrazolates, both in solution (sorption capacity: 25 wt%) 

and for mesoporous silica hybrids (20 wt%).[3,4] We wondered whether the sorption 

capacity could be improved by using light metal pyrazolates.  

 

Here we report the CO2 chemisorption behavior of trivalent scandium and aluminum 

pyrazolates. As anticipated, CO2 insertion into the M–N(pyrazolato) bond is reversible but 

differs with respect to extent (CO2:Al = 2, CO2:Sc = 1) and coordination modes (terminal 

versus bridging carbamate moieties). Distinct metal ion radii and the steric bulk of the 

pyrazolates are proposed to govern the CO2 insertion.  

Figure 1. CO2 insertion into aluminum and scandium pyrazolates. 
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Magnetoelectric (ME) materials combine magnetization (M) and polarization (P) through 
cross-couplings M(E) and P(H), allowing the switching of the ferroelectric state with a 
magnetic field and vice versa. There is a great interest in such multifunctional materials as 
strong ME coupling leads to the reduction of the energy needed in non-volatile memories 
for both writing and reading operations.[1] 
Most studied systems are metal oxides but they usually exhibit weak magnetoelectric 
coupling at room temperature. Lanthanide molecular complexes have the advantage to be 
easily tunable using coordination chemistry concepts. The magnetic anisotropy and 
luminescence properties of the lanthanide ion associated to the non-centrosymetricity bring 
by chiral ligands may be taken as an advantage to design magnetoelectric materials and 
study the synergy between ferroelectricity and magnetism. 
In this work we investigate a new molecular material, based on a Zn/Yb chiral Schiff base 
complex, exhibiting room temperature ME coupling.[2]  
It is a great start to show that molecular systems can compete with ME oxides as potential 
candidates for future applications.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Molecular structure of the Zn/Yb-R,RL(Bpen) complex 
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“Open” pentadienyl ligands provide a stabilizing effect on discrete organometallic 

complexes similar to the ubiquitous cyclopentadienyl (Cp) congeners.[1-3] However, in 

contrast to the “closed” cyclopentadienyl ligands, such “open variants” actively engage in 

distinct reaction paths. The feasibility of ring-closure reactions to afford metallabenzenes 

of the transition-metals was already reported in the mid 1980s.[4-9] 

 

 More recently, research has focused on group 13-derived heterobenzene chemistry.  

Here we wish to report the synthesis and full characterization of discrete rare-earth-metal 

supported gallabenzenes including lutetabenzene structural motifs. Trimethyllutetium 

([LuMe3]n)-promoted C–H-bond activation certainly plays a key role in the reaction 

sequences leading to such metallacycle formations. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 A sequence of salt-metathesis and protonolysis reactions involving [LuMe3]n and K-2,4-tBu2-

pentadienide generate gallabenzene-type complexes. 
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Calix[4]arenes play a key role in supramolecular and macrocyclic coordination chemistry. 

Due to their conformational flexibility and broad span of possible modifications, 

calix[4]arenes represent a highly customizable and therefore potent group of host 

molecules[1]. 
The KERSTING group already synthesized various calix[4]arene-based SCHIFF-base 

complexes of trivalent lanthanide ions and characterized their molecular structure, 

magneto- and spectrochemical properties[2,3]. 

In this work the synthesis, as well as the structural and optical properties of complexes 

derived from the ligand molecule H4(L), Ln3+-ions and alkali metal ions were studied. The 

formation of the SCHIFF-base was carried out by condensation of the respective 

calix[4]arene-diamine and o-vanillin. The resulting complexes were characterized by 

diverse methods, including ESI-MS, NMR, IR, UV-vis absorption, luminescence 

spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography[4]. 

 
Figure 1. Ligand molecule H4(L) (left). X-ray molecular structure of the complex [KEuL] (right). H-atoms 

except of coordinating water, and solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. 
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Divalent dimethylytterbium [YbMe2]n is readily accessible via a modified Lochmann 

protocol employing donor-free bis(trimethylsilyl)amide [Yb{N(SiMe3)2}2]2 and purified 

methyllithium. Polymeric [YbMe2]n is a bright-orange, moisture-sensitive, pyrophoric, 

amorphous powder. It was characterized by 13C and 171Yb CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy 

as well as by derivatization reactions including protonolysis with HC5Me5 and HTptBu,Me, 

giving known (C5Me5)2Yb(OEt2)
[1] and new [(TptBu,Me)Yb(CH3)(thf)] (TptBu,Me = 

hydrotris(3-tert-butyl-5-methylpyrazolyl)borate).[2] In contrast to [CaMe2]n
[3] the 

ytterbium congener is also increasingly sensitive to metal oxidation as evidenced by the 

isolation and structural characterisation of mixed-valence methylytterboxane complex 

[Yb8(CH3)14O2(thf)6]. Notwithstanding, [YbMe2]n proved a useful precursor for the first 

terminal Yb(II) methyl complex, [(TptBu,Me)Yb(CH3)(thf)]. Preliminary experiments 

indicated that the silylamide/methyl-exchange protocol is also applicable to other divalent 

rare-earth metals as shown for the synthesis of [EuMe2]n.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1. Reactivity of [YbMe2]n including 171Yb chemical shifts. 
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Industry relies on empirically designed intricate catalyst mixtures for stereospecific 1,3-

diene polymerization. Such catalyst mixtures comprise of neodymium compounds 

(carboxylates, chlorides, alkoxides), AliBu3, AlEt2Cl, and/or HAliBu2. However, 

mechanistic details are far from understood, and very few complexes involving lanthanide 

(Ln)-isobutyl moieties have been structurally characterized.[1-2]  

Herein, we wish to present the first divalent homoleptic lanthanide 

tetraisobutylaluminates. Discrete Ln(AliBu4)2 (Ln = Sm, Eu, Yb) feature two 

η3-coordinate aluminato ligands, with the bulky isobutyl substituents preventing 

aggregation and providing excellent solubility in aliphatic and aromatic solvents. 

Oxidations of Sm(AliBu4)2 or Yb(AliBu4)2 give access to the highly symmetrical, mixed-

valence cluster Sm6Cl8(AliBu4)6, and the divalent cluster Yb4Cl4(AliBu4)4, respectively. 

The reaction of Ln(AliBu4)2 (Ln = Sm, Yb) with B(C6F5)3 leads to hydrogen abstraction 

and formation of Sm(toluene)2[HB(C6F5)3]2 and Yb(C6H6)[HB(C6F5)3]2, featuring 

“naked” rare-earth metal ions coordinated by arene molecules. Finally, Ln(AliBu4)2 (Ln = 

Sm, Eu, Yb) engage in single-component isoprene polymerization, affording high cis-1,4 

polyisoprenes with narrow molecular weight distributions, while activation with 

[C6H5NMe2H][B(C6F5)4] fabricates polymers with living characteristics. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation and crystal structure of samarium(II) isobutylaluminate, Sm(AliBu4)2. 

Ellipsoids are shown at the 50% probability level. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 
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Since few decades, lanthanide-based coordination polymers have been studied for their 

interesting optical properties that make them suitable for anti-counterfeiting application 

for instance.[1] Coordination polymers are composed with metallic ions that are linked by 

organic ligands to form infinite one-, two- or tri-dimensional molecular networks.[2] 

Because of the similar chemical behavior of the lanthanide ions, iso-structural homo- and 

hetero-lanthanide compounds can be prepared as microcrystalline powders. 

Hetero-lanthanide compounds usually present a random repartition of the metallic ions 

over the metallic sites and they are called "molecular alloys".[3] Alternatively, they can 

also be organized and present a core-shell structure (Figure 1).[4] 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of homo-nuclear (left), hetero-nuclear molecular alloy (middle) and core-

shell-shaped (right) coordination polymers. 

 

Herein, we report the synthesis of molecular alloys with two rare earths (Ln and Ln') as 

metallic ions and trimesic acid (1,3,5-benzene-tricarboxylic acid or H3tma) as ligand. 

These coordination polymers with general chemical formula LnxLn'1-x(tma)(H2O)6, with 

0 ≤ x ≤ 1, are made as reference for this type of syntheses and will be compared with core-

shell microcrystalline powders, with the same composition and crystal structure. The 

luminescence study of these compounds reveals notably an efficient Tb-to-Eu energy 

transfer for the TbxEu1-x(tma)(H2O)6 series (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2. Emission spectra of the TbxEu1-x(tma)(H2O)6 series (left) and normalized intensities of the main 

transition for Tb et Eu (right). 
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Interest in optical oxygen sensors has grown significantly in recent years, and more 

particularly in optical method based on a modification of probes luminescence due to the 

interaction with oxygen. This technique has various advantages such as fast response and 

high sensitivity. Optical luminescent probes which are metal-ligand type as Fe (II), Pt (II), 

Pd (II), Ru (II), Os (II) or Ir (III) are the most widely used for the detection of O2.   

Thanks to their attractive luminescence properties, lanthanide ions may be an interesting 

alternative for developing new oxygen-sensitive probes. Currently, few lanthanide 

complexes have been reported to be sensitive to oxygen. In reported examples, lanthanide 

complex luminescence is deactivated by interaction with O2 and singlet oxygen is formed 

simultaneously.[1] 

Here, we report a Tb(III) complex, [TbTACN(PegO)3], fig 1, sensitive to oxygen 

concentration in the media.[2] The methylated analogue complex, [TbTACN(PegO)3], is 

non sensitive to oxygen. The sensitivity of both complexes to oxygen is studied in order to 

fully understanding the energy processes at the origin of this sensitivity to oxygen and in 

particular understanding the atypical absence of singlet oxygen generation during this 

interaction. 

 

               
 

Figure 1. Left: Structure of the Tb(III) complexes, right: Variation [TbTACN(PegO)3] luminescence as a 

function of oxygen concentration. 
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Lanthanide cations exhibit remarkable luminescence properties characterized by ladder 

like energy levels, with many long-lived intermediate excited states spanning the visible to 

infrared regions. These properties render them perfectly suitable for upconversion, the 

process by which low energy photons are converted into higher energy ones (Figure 

1a).[1] 

 

Until very recently, this process was mainly restricted to solid state[2] and nanomaterials 

[3] but latterly discrete molecular systems have arisen exhibiting UC in solution,[4] with 

the first example of upconversion in water at room temperature reported in 2019.[5] 

 

In our effort to develop new heteropolynuclear assemblies for upconversion, we present 

here the synthesis of mono- and heterotritopic ligands (Figure 1b), exploring their 

coordination properties with lanthanide ions. 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. a) Schematic representation of the phenomenon of photoluminescence and upconversion. b) Example 

of a targeted ligand. 
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Zintl ions in molecular compounds are of fundamental interest for basic research and 

application. As part of this research project different reactive arsenic and antimony, 

sources were used to directly access molecular polypnicogenide compounds. These are Sb 

amalgam (Sb/Hg), Sb0 nanoparticles (d = 6.6 ± 0.8 nm) and As0 nanoparticles (d = 7.2 

±1.8 nm). 

 
Figure 1. a) TEM-image of the prepared Sb0 nanoparticles; b) Size distribution based on 150 nanoparticles 

from (a). 

 
All three were independently used as precursors for the synthesis of [(Cp*2Sm)4E8] (E = As, Sb). 

 
Figure 2. a) Molecular structure of [(Cp*2Sm)4Sb8] in the solid state, Hydrogen Atoms as well as solvent 

molecules (toluene) are omitted for clarity. The corresponding Arsenic compound is isostructural 

 

Upon reacting the As0 nanoparticles with [Cp*2Sm], [(Cp*2Sm)2(μ‐η
2:η2‐As2)] and 

[(Cp*2Sm)4Sb8] could independently be isolated depending on the reaction conditions, 

whereas the reaction of the Sb0 nanoparticles with [Cp*2Sm] directly led to 

[(Cp*2Sm)4Sb8]. In contrast different Sm/Sb/Hg intermediates were isolated and 

structurally characterized. when using Sb/Hg as precursor, giving insight in the formation 

mechanism of polystibide compounds. 
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Homoleptic uranium(IV) amidate complexes have been synthesized and applied as single-
source molecular precursors for the chemical vapor deposition of UO2 thin films. These 
precursors decompose by alkene elimination to give highly crystalline phase-pure UO2 
films with an unusual branched heterostructure  
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 1. UO2 nanotree: Volatile uranium(IV) amidate complexes are used as single-source molecular 
precursors to uranium oxide films. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of these single-source precursors 
yields crystalline, phase-pureUO2 films with a fir tree-like microstructure and a high surface area. 
. 
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Aromatic ligands have been key players in the development of the coordination chemistry 

of lanthanide ions. Their steric profiles as well as their tunability have allowed for the 

synthesis of a wide variety of complexes with novel properties and notably, several high-

performance single molecule magnets (SMM).1,2 If five and eight membered ring 

molecules have been extensively studied, larger aromatic ligand such as the 

cyclononatetraenyl (Cnt) ion remain underdeveloped. It has recently been shown to be a 

good ligand to access neutral sandwich compounds, whether in the divalent state with the 

lanthanidocene series3 or even the trivalent state when paired with the more classical 

cyclooctatetraenyl (Cot) ligand.4 Moreover, the latter series demonstrate its ability to 

modulate its hapticity in order to properly fit the metallic ions.5 This can be used as a 

useful tool in the control of the symmetry, a factor of great importance for the synthesis of 

SMM6 as well as potential tuning of the reactivity of low-valent lanthanides. 
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Figure 1: X-ray structure of HoCotCnt 

 
Figure 2: X-ray structure of Ho(Cnt)3 
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Proteins are essential components of biological processes and so are involved in the development 

of diseases. Nowadays, solving the structure of these biomolecules is a crucial point because their 

3D structure is tightly linked to their biological functions and consequently to their role in the 

disease. Protein structures are in majority obtained by biocrystallography, a field in rapid 

expansion, and thousands of structures have been determined thanks to this method.  

We are currently developing new lanthanide complexes as useful auxiliary for protein structure 

determination, possessing a triple function. It works as a nucleant agent, as a phasing tool and as a 

detector of protein crystals. The first complex, Tb-Xo4, based on a triazacyclononane macrocycle 

substituted with two picolinate antennae, has shown excellent results with soluble proteins and a 

dozens of protein structures have already been solved in presence of this complex (figure 1).1,2,3  

Here, we will present recent development of the Xo4 family in order to enlarge the conditions of 

protein crystallizations. For that purpose, the structure of the complex is modified in order to tune 

the charge, the polarity and the stability of the molecule (insertion of new functions or change on 

the nature of the metal ion). Physico-chemical and theoretical studies have been carried out in 

order to understand the protein-TbXo4 interactions and consequently the crystallization process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Structure of Tb-Xo4 (left), crystals of Pb6 protein with Tb-Xo4 (middle) and interaction in the 

solid state (left)  
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Rare-earth-metal (Ln) imide complexes have attracted considerable attention due to the 

presence of multiple bond character and the associated small-molecule activation 

chemistry.[1-3] A particular challenge is the synthesis of terminal (organo)imides, reports 

on which have remained scarce and described only for the closed-shell Ln(III) cations 

scandium(III), yttrium(III), lutetium(III), and cerium(IV).[4-6]  

 

Herein, we report the Lewis-base-promoted synthesis of the terminal rare-earth-metal 

imide complexes (TptBu,Me)Ln(=NC6H3iPr2-2,6)(thf)2 (Ln = Nd, Sm) from a rare-earth-

metal methylidene precursor (Ln = Nd, Sm). The successful methylidene protonolysis 

depends on steric factors and the acidity (pKa) of the aniline. The equilibrium between the 

terminal Lewis base (thf)-stabilized rare-earth-metal imide complex and the Lewis-acid-

stabilized imide (TptBu,Me)Ln(NC6H3iPr2-2,6)(MMe3)] (Ln = Nd, Sm; M = Al, Ga) is 

exclusive for the gallium derivative. 

 

 

 

 

 
Scheme 1. Synthesis of trimethylaluminum-stabilized Nd(III) imide (3-Nd), and the reversible conversion 

of trimethylgallium-stabilized Ln(III) imide (1-Ln, Ln = Nd, Sm) into terminal Ln(III) imide (2-Ln). 
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 Since its theoretical description in 19311 and its experimental observation in the 

1960s2, the materials showing Up-Conversion (UC) are spreading. Compounds such as 

supramolecular complexes3,4 are often based on the use of rare earths and particularly of 

lanthanides, which display long-lived intermediate excited state and ladder-like energy 

levels. With such materials, biomedical5 applications are could be envisaged but their up-

conversion efficiency is still low compared to the solid-state.  

Here we present the journey of the development of a hetero-nonanuclear lanthanide 

complex which is the most efficient UC system at the molecular level.  
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Figure 1. Representation of the hetero-

nonanuclear complex 

λ
ex

 = 980nm 

Figure 2. Picture of the UC luminescence by 

exciting a solution of hetero-nonanuclear 

complex with a 980 nm laser 
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In 1983, Watson marked a milestone in the mechanistic organometallic chemistry of the 

rare-earth elements, when discovering the facile C–H-bond activation, and particularly 

that of methane, by unsolvated lutetocene and yttrocene complexes [Cp*2LnMe].[1] 

Shortly after, Bercaw et al. coined the term “σ-bond metathesis”, observing similar 

reactivity of the d0 metal σ-alkyl complex [Cp*2ScMe] with non-activated alkanes.[2] 
 

Herein we report the C–H-bond activation of the aromatic solvent benzene via different 

rare-earth-metallocene precursors of the type [Cp*2Ln(MMe4)] (Ln = La, Lu; M = Al, Ga) 

by thermal treatment. The main emphasis of this work is to study the factors which govern 

such thermal benzene activation including types of rare-earth and group 13 metals. The 

observed methyl→phenyl exchange scenario is shown in Scheme 1.  

 

 

Scheme 1. Proposed scenario for methyl→phenyl exchange 
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Diketones are, no doubt, the most popular ligands for the preparation of highly 

luminescent  lanthanide complexes. Among all  Eu3+ complexes [Eu(tta)3(phen)] de facto 

is the most popular and well studied compound. For example, this complex is 

commercially available as a benchmark Eu(III) electroluminophore  for OLEDs and also 

used in many other luminescent applications [1]. Nevertheless,  up to date it was unclear, 

is this compound the most effective emitter in the series of thiophene based 1,3-diketones 

bearing perfluorinated side chains, or the efficiency can be improved by rational design of 

the ligand. We have prepared and  thoroughly tested a series of Eu3+complexes with the 

homologs of  2–thenoyltrifluoroacetone bearing  various number of fluorine atoms in side 

chain, ranged  from 1 to 8 and 1,10 – phenantroline (phen) or 4,7-diphenyl-1,10-

phenantroline (bath)  as an additional ligands [2]. It was  established that  luminescent 

efficiency in a complicated fashion depending upon  chemical structure of both ligands 

(diketone and diimine ligand), and in addition, the trends are not the same for 

[Eu(L)3(phen)] and [Eu(L)3(bath)] series. These peculiarities can be explained in terms of 

energy transfer pathways, including formation of LMCT (ligand-to-metal charge transfer)  

states and complex nonradiative energy loss channels.  As a result, compound  

Eu(ThC4F9)3(phen) was found to be the  most effective in this series of complexes with 

PLQY around 50 % and 80 % quantum efficiency (η).  

 

 

 

A B 
 

Figure 1. Chemical structure of complexes, quantum efficiency (η, blue bars) and PLQY (QY, red bars) 

values for [Eu(L)3(phen)] series of complexes. 
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Heteroanionic hydrides offer great possibilities in the design of functional materials, as they 

combine the high polarizability and reductive potential of the hydride anion H− with benefits 

of different anion types in one compound. Especially hydride oxides (or oxyhydrides) 

receive increasing attention due to their interesting properties, such as hydride ion 

conductivity, luminescence, or catalytic activity [1, 2, 3].  

Since their first mentioning in the 1980’s [4], several polymorphs of the ternary rare earth 

hydride oxides REHO were reported: the cubic CaF2 type with disordered anions (space 

group Fm3m, RE = Y, La – Pr, Sm, Gd – Er [2]), which is also the aristotype of all other 

modifications; its ordered variety, the half-Heusler LiAlSi type (F43m, RE = Dy – Er, Lu 

[5,6]); the tetragonal LaHO type structure (P4/nmm, RE = La – Nd [4]); and the 

orthorhombic anti-LiMgN type (Pnma, RE = Y, Lu [6,7]), which was also observed in a 

slightly monoclinically distorted variety (P121/m1, RE = La, Y [3]).  

All polymorphs are fully anion-ordered except the CaF2 structure type, via which they are 

all crystallographically related. In its symmetry tree, several other related rare earth 

compounds are found dihydrides, sesquioxides, oxide hydroxides, and oxide fluorides [5].  

 

Figure 1. A comparison of all hitherto reported REHO modifications and their respective cation polyhedra. 

Color code: Green, RE; red, O; white, H. 
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Lanthanide ions are ideal candidates for the development of new ultrabright 

luminescent labels because of their peculiar spectroscopic characteristics, as their long 

luminescence lifetimes and sharp emission bands1. Nanoparticles (NPs) doped with 

lanthanide ions show high photostability and further increase the luminescence of 

lanthanides. Unfortunately, these lanthanide NPs exhibit a low molar absorption 

coefficient, which limits their brightness. To overcome  this problem, a chromophore 

ligand (also called “antenna”) can be coordinated to the surface of NPs: it absorbs light 

efficiently and transfer the energy to the excited state of the lanthanide thereby inducing 

luminescence2. 

 

Within the frame of our research, we are interested in the development of new surface 

chromophoric ligands with high luminescence, long lifetime, and high stability on the NPs 

for applications to the in vitro diagnostic techniques. 

 

 Two families of ligands have been synthesized: one based on hydroxyisopthalic acid 

pattern, which have shown a great potential in sensitizing Tb(III) luminescence in 

coordination complexes3, and the other one based on a dendrimer pattern4 with 

phosphonic acid functions for the stability on NPs, and an amine function for the 

functionalization of the ligand with targeted biomolecules. 

 
 

 

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. A) Antenna effect in lanthanide NPs covered with a chromophore ligand. 

B) Ligand based on hydroxyisphtalic acid pattern for the photosensitization of NPs. 

C) Dendrimer ligand with phosphonic acid functions. 
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